University Research Project on
Why Certain Innovations Appeal to People
• We're interested in a set of 12 innovations relating to
transport, food, homes, and energy.
• Don't worry if some or all of the innovations are unfamiliar!

• We'll give you a short overview of each innovation now,
before breaking up to do the exercises one-on-one.
• We're interested in how you think the innovations appeal
to people in general (rather than your own experiences).
• Please ask if anything's not clear!

TRANSPORT
T1
T2
T3

car clubs
shared taxis
mobility-as-a-service

T1

car clubs
What is it? Car clubs (also car-sharing schemes) provide their
members with access to fleets of vehicles on a pay-per-use basis.
How is it provided? Members reserve online, and access vehicles
using digital keys. Vehicles may be parked in specific locations or
are 'free floating' (with locations searchable online). Offered by
private companies, cooperatives, public agencies, or workplaces.
May focus on specific vehicle types (e.g., electric vehicles).

examples: ZipCar, car2go, Enterprise Car Club

T2

shared taxis ('taxi-buses')
What is it? Shared taxis (also taxi-buses or real-time ride-sharing)
are cars or minivans with multiple passengers on similar routes.
How is it provided? Apps provide availability information and
allow booking on short notice. Services are generally door-todoor with short wait times and passengers accepting small
detours to share rides with others.

examples: Lyft Line, UberPool

T3

mobility-as-a-service
What is it? A single digital gateway through which users can plan
and pay for journeys which combine different modes of
transport (e.g., bus, train, car-share, bike-share).
How is it provided? Apps provide information and payment
options for specific cities or city regions. Offered by private
service providers, city councils or public transport authorities.
Pay-per-trip, or monthly subscription fees for all public transport
use plus some limited amount of additional private modes.

examples: Helsinki (app=Whim), Gothenburg (app=UbiGo)

FOOD
F1
F2
F3

rooftop urban farming
digital hubs for local food
peer-to-peer food sharing

F1

rooftop urban farming
What is it? Food grown on the rooftops of large retail spaces
(including supermarkets) which is sold to consumers in the stores
below.
How is it provided? Food such as leafy greens and tomatoes may
be grown outdoors in rooftop gardens, or in rooftop greenhouses
(potentially using waste heat from the building to increase yields).
After harvesting, the produce is marketed and sold in stores
below so consumers know where and how it is produced.

examples: Food from the Sky (UK), Gotham Greens (US)

F2

digital hubs for local food
What is it? Digital marketplaces which connect multiple food
producers directly with consumers (also known as food-links
schemes).
How is it provided? Online hubs allow consumers to buy
directly from multiple producers (typically local). Consumers
may also connect to specific producers whose produce meets
their dietary requirements, farming practices, or location.

examples: Heartier, Farmdrop, Open Food Network UK

F3

peer-to-peer food sharing
What is it? Networks enabling individuals or households to
share surplus food with others. Also includes online
marketplaces for exchanging or selling food or cooked meals.
How is it provided? Peer-to-peer connections made locally
through: (1) food-sharing apps; (2) dedicated food-sharing
social network or community bulletin board; (3) general
neighbourhood-based social network (e.g., Facebook).

examples: Olio (UK), Hubbub (UK), Share Your Meal (Holland)

HOMES
H1
H2
H3

smart appliances
pre-fab retrofits
peer-to-peer exchange of goods

H1

smart appliances
What is it? Wireless internet-connected appliances, devices or
lighting in the home which allow control or access through apps,
voice, or by remote. Smart appliances range from washing
machines and fridges to TVs and light bulbs.
How is it provided? Made by most major manufacturers and sold
in homeware stores. Designed to be compatible with standard inhome wireless networks. Service providers can collect and
analyse data on appliance usage to improve performance.

examples: Samsung Smart Fridge, Bosch Washing Machine with
Home Connect, Philips Hue LED Light Bulbs

H2

pre-fab retrofits
What is it? An all-in-one whole-home retrofit typically consisting
of external wall insulation, rooftop solar panels (for electricity),
and air-source heat pumps (for heating & cooling). Fitted
externally and completed within a week without households
having to move out. Significantly improves energy efficiency.
How is it provided? Renovation contractors or service providers
working with housing associations or individual homeowners.
Off-site fabrication of retrofit measures ensures quality control
through standardised production.

examples: Energiesprong

H3

peer-to-peer exchange of goods
What is it? Individuals or households exchanging products,
tools, appliances, or other material goods through an online
marketplace. Part of the 'sharing economy' (also known as
'collaborative consumption').
How is it provided? Typically involves a digital platform
connecting those offering and those wanting. Exchanges may
be free, swaps, or sales. The platform may also provide quality
assurance (e.g., ratings) and contractual terms & conditions.
Exchange of goods may take place locally in person, or by post.

examples: Streetbank, Freecycle (free exchange),
eBay, Gumtree (sales)

ENERGY
E1
E2
E3

energy service companies
electric vehicle-to-grid
peer-to-peer electricity trading

E1

energy service company
What is it? Households agree a long-term contract with a thirdparty service provider (the energy service company) which
guarantees to ensure their homes are warm, comfortable, well
lit, and so on.
How is it provided? The energy service company invests in
energy-efficiency measures and helps manage energy use in the
home, and is paid through resulting energy cost savings ('pay-asyou-save'). The energy service company may also invest in
renewable heating or electricity systems for the household,
often as part of community-based schemes.

examples: Vital Energi

E2

electric vehicle-to-grid
What is it? While recharging, electric vehicles allow the grid
operator to use any surplus battery capacity, or to temporarily
halt recharging in order to help manage the electricity system.
How is it provided? A special recharging unit allows two-way
communication and power flows between the vehicle and the
grid. Service providers may be energy utilities, car companies,
or combinations of both. Vehicle owners may receive
electricity at reduced rates, and can specify how much battery
life they require so they can use their vehicles when needed.

examples: Nissan Leaf - Ovo (UK)

E3

peer-to-peer electricity trading
What is it? Households buy and sell electricity between one
another, bypassing the utility. Typically suits households with
solar panels + batteries, electric vehicles, and/or flexible
electricity consumption.
How is it provided? Digital platforms manage the trading
according to households' preferences, and coordinate
payments.

examples: Piclo (UK), Vandenbron (NL), Power Ledger (AUS)

